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4.. MODELING FORMALISM 

Inn this chapter I describe the modeling formalism of Brahms19. Brahms models are written in an Agent-
OrientedOriented Language (AOL) that has a well-defined syntax and semantics. The Brahms language is a parsed 
language.. A Brahms program is parsed by a LR(1) top-down parser. The parser generates an internal 
objectt representation for the run-time component. Using this language, a Brahms modeler can create 
BrahmsBrahms models. The run-time component—the simulation engine—can execute a Brahms model; also 
referredd to as a simulation. 

Belloww is a paragraph from the abstract of the "official Brahms paper", published in 1998 in the International 
Journall of Human Computer Studies (Clancey et al. 1998): 

Brahmss is a multiagent simulation tool for modeling the activities of groups in different locations and 
thee physical environment consisting of objects and documents, including especially computer 
systems.. A Brahms model of work practice reveals circumstantial, interactional influences on how 
workk actually gets done, especially how people involve each other in their work. In particular, a model 
off practice reveals how people accomplish a collaboration through multiple and alternative means of 
communication,, such as meetings, computer tools, and written documents. Choices of what and how 
too communicate are dependent upon social beliefs and behaviors—what people know about each 
other'ss activities, intentions, and capabilities and their understanding of the norms of the group. As a 
result,, Brahms models can help human-computer system designers to understand how tasks and 
informationn actually flow between people and machines, what work is required to synchronize 
individuall contributions, and how tools hinder or help this process. In particular, workflow diagrams 
generatedd by Brahms are the emergent product of local interactions between agents and 
representationall artifacts, not pre-ordained, end-to-end paths built in by a modeler. We developed 
Brahmss as a tool to support the design of work by illuminating how formal flow descriptions relate to 
thee social systems of work; we accomplish this by incorporating multiple views—relating people, 
information,, systems, and geography—in one tool. Applications of Brahms could also include system 
requirementss analysis, instruction, implementing software agents, and a workbench for relating 
cognitivee and social theories of human behavior. 

Thee Brahms language has its roots in other agent-based languages, such as AGENT-0 (Torrance 1991), 
andd PLACA (Thomas 1993). The Brahms language is based on the formal logic of computational multiagent 
systems,, as described by Wooldridge in his 1992 Ph.D. thesis (Wooldridge 1992). However, Wooldridge 
sayss that his theory was not intended as a model of human social systems. In this thesis I am describing a 
theoryy of human social systems. The theory focuses on meso human social systems—as a mid-level theory 
thatt links a micro-level mechanisms to macro-level phenomena, namely the physical and social to the 
individuall cognitive (Carley and Prietula 1994a)—meaning that I describe a specific type of system, namely 
thatt of a human activity system (Checkland and Scholes 1990). As such we need to extend Wooldridge's 
formall logic with provisions for modeling human-actors (social agents), including their activities, 
collaboration,, their environment, and the fact that they are situated in the real world, acting and observing, 
reactingg to and interacting with other agents, objects, and artifacts. 

Brahmss models may be thought of as statements in a new formal language developed for describing work 
practice.. Appendix A shows the conventional notation and constructs used to express the syntax for the 
modelingg language (BNF). The language is domain-general in the sense that it refers to no specific kind of 
sociall situation, workplace, or work practice; however, it does embody assumptions about how to describe 
sociall situations, workplaces and work practice. 

Thee next chapters describe all the major parts of the Brahms language. Every major Brahms concept is 
describedd in a separate section: 

1.. Agents and Groups 

199 Part of this chapter is taken from the Brahms US patent Simulating Work Behavior 
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2.. Objects and Classes 

3.. Beliefs and Facts 

4.. Activities and Workf rames 

5.. Geography 

6.. Simulation 

Thee Brahms language is continuously evolving. Therefore, the description in this section is only a correct 
descriptionn for a short period of time. Just recently the Brahms development team released the new 
simulationn engine, completely re-written in the Java language (the previous engine was in written in a tool 
calledd G220). The new Java simulation engine resulted in an increased simulation speed of more that 
hundredd times that of the old G2 engine. 

Forr an always up-to-date description of the Brahms environment {language and engine), I refer to the 
Brahmss web-site at URL httpV/www.aaentisolutions,com. 

4.11 AGENTS AND GROUPS 

Thiss section describes two important Brahms concepts for modeling individuals and groups of individuals. 
Agentss and groups are central to Brahms. Defining the group/agent hierarchy for a model is one of central 
structuress that need to be designed for any Brahms model. 

4.1.11 Agent s 

Thee notion of an agent is central to the study of Al. In recent years a sub-field of Al has developed, called 
distributedd artificial intelligence (DAI) (see Chapter 2.3). In DAI computer-based components appear as, 
moree or less, independent agents (Gasser 1991). In the literature, there are two general usages of the term 
agent,, a weak notion, and a strong notion (Wooldridge 1992). 

4.1.1.11 Weak agency 

Researcherss concerned with weak agency focus on a shallow understanding of agents, meaning that they 
doo not focus on human-like behavior. These researchers view agents as self-contained, concurrent software 
processess that encapsulate an internal state, and are able to communicate this internal state to other agents 
viaa a message passing protocol. In (Wooldridge and Jennings 1995), weak agency is described in the 
followingg general terms: A hardware or software-based computer system that employs the following 
properties: : 

 autonomy, agents operate independent from other agents and/or outside intervention, and have 
somee control over their actions and internal state (Castelfranchi 1995); 

 social ability, agents interact with other agents and/or users of the system, using some kind of 
communicationn language (Genesereth and Nilsson 1994); 

 reactivity agents have a way to perceive their environment, and can respond to changes in their 
environment.. The environment may be the physical world, interaction with an end-user through 
somee graphical user interface, the internet and/or other agents; 

 pro-activenessr. agents do not just act in response to their environment. They are able to take 
initiative,, through goal-directed behavior, in their actions. 

Systemss that fall into this camp are systems that behave as independent agents within a larger 
computationall system, but do not possess human-like intelligent reasoning and behavior. Examples are 
webb search-engine agents (also caHed "spiders"), software auction agents, web monitoring agents, et 
cetera. . 

G22 is develope d by Gensy m Coporaüon . 
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4.1.1.22 Strong agency 

StrongStrong agency is used when the term agent includes the above properties, but also behaves more human-
like.. Researchers interested in strong agency belong mostly to the Al community. As is the norm in Al, an 
agentt has cognitive behaviors, such as belief, desire and intention (BDI) systems (Shoham 1993). In other 
words,, strong agency focuses on inteiiigent agents. In the ACTS theory, actions and decisions of intelligent 
agentss are a function of the agenfs cognitive architecture and knowledge (Carley and Prietula 1994a) 
(Newelll 1990). The mechanisms by which an agent processes information, teams and makes decisions are 
aa function of the cognitive architecture of the agent, the (social) position of the agent in the organization, and 
thee tasks in which the agent is engaged. Thus, the ACTS theory refocuses the attention of the researcher 
interestedd in organizations on the details through which the task and social environment influence the 
individuall agent and the group adaptation and performance. 

Otherr attributes that are often discussed in the context of strong agency are, for example: 

 mobility: agents live" in an environment in which they can move around, be it in an electronic 
networkk (like the internet) or a closed environment, like a simulated world environment (Goodwin 
1993). . 

 bounded rationality, it is assumed that agents act rational, but will act only in accordance with 
achievingg their goals, and will not act in such a way as to prevent their goals from being achieved. 
Inn this sense agents act bounded to their ability to achieve their goals, and act according to their 
boundedd cognitive ability. (Simon 1955) (Simon 1956). 

Inn Brahms we use the notion of strong agency. The reason for this is obvious; Brahms agents model human 
behavior.. In the next sections I describe how the Brahms modeling language implements, in some way, all 
off the attributes discussed in context of weak and strong agency, i.e. autonomy, social ability, reactivity, pro-
activeness,, mobility, and bounded rationality. 

Peoplee and artifacts (both physical and conceptual) are represented as "objects", generally having 
properties,, such as geographical location, which may change over time depending on their interactions. The 
termm "agent" is generally used to refer specifically to an object that represents a person or, more inclusively, 
thatt represents an interactive system that has behavior interacting with the world that we want to represent 
ass having the capabilities of awareness, reasoning and a mental state—intentionality. 

Ann agent is a construct that generally represents a person within a workplace, or other setting being 
modeled.. Agents have a name and a location. To specify what an agent does, the modeler defines activities 
andd workframes for the agent. The key properties of agents are group membership, beliefs, workframes, 
thoughtframes,, and location. 

4.1.22 Group s 

Wee could model the daily activities of actual individuals in an organization. For example, we can model the 
dailyy activities of agent "Maarten". The activities will then be defined local to the agent, and will be agent-
specificc (i.e. not inherited by other agents). 

Mostt Brahms models will not go into as much detail as to define the activities of individual agents, but rather 
describee the behavior of abstracted groups of agents in entities called groups. In describing the activities of 
groups,, a specific member agent will inherit the activities of the group. In this way we can describe the daily 
activitiess of a group (i.e. non-individual specific). 

AA group can represent one or more agents, either as direct members or as members of subgroups. 
Typically,, a modeler would associate descriptions of activities with groups, so that a group represents a 
collectionn of agents that perform similar work. A group may have only one member and roles may be highly 
differentiated.. Depending on the purpose of the model, agents in a model may represent particular people, 
typess of people, or pastiches. The modeler may define groups to represent anything, such as "service 
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technicians",, "people who like sushi", or "people who wear spacesuits". Each agent and group can be a 
memberr of any number of groups, providing that no cyclic membership results. 

Groupss and agents are the most central elements in a Brahms model. An agent represents an individual, 
whereass a group represents a group of individuals playing a particular role in an organization. The 
simulationn engine schedules the constrained activities of individual agents, not for groups. However, being a 
memberr of a group, the group's constrained activities are scheduled as they pertain to the individual agent. 
AA Brahms model is always about the activities of individual agents in a work process. Agents in Brahms are 
sociallyy situated in the context of work, the organization, and its culture. However, the Brahms language is a 
mufti-purposee AOL, which means that there is nothing inherently in the Brahms language that constrains the 
programmerr to use agents for other purposes. 

4.1.33 Element s off agent s and group s 

Brahmss agents and groups21 have the following elements. 

Name:Name: The name of an agent is its unique identifier. Normally we give agents fictitious names to identify 
specificc individuals in an organization without identifying them. 

Display.Display. The display name of an agent is a textual description of the agent's name. The display name can 
havee spaces. It is not used as the unique identifier for the agent. 

Group-membership:Group-membership: An agent can be a member of one or more groups. When an agent is a member of a 
group,, the agent will inherit all elements from that group. An agent can be seen as an instance of a group in 
termss of object oriented practices. In case the same constructs are encountered in the inheritance path 
alwayss the most specific construct will be used. For example, an activity defined for the agent has 
precedencee over an activity with the same name defined in one of the groups of which the agent is a 
member. . 

CostCost and time. The cost per unit ("Cost/unit"), and the unit time for which the cost is entered ("Unit 
(seconds)").. For example, if the cost attribute is 10.0 and the time attribute equals 3600 seconds it means 
thatt the cost of an agent is 10 BB's (Brahms Bucks) per minute. Using these attributes the simulation engine 
cann calculate cost statistics of a work process, based on a calculation of the summation of an agenfs 
activityy time. 

Location:Location: An agent has an initial location within the geography (see chapter 4.5). 

Attributes.Attributes. Represent a property of an agent or object in the world. Attributes can have values. Currently 
onlyy single-valued attributes are allowed. The value of an attribute is specified through facts and/or beliefs 
(seee chapter 4.3). 

Relations.Relations. Represent a relation between two concepts. A concept can be either an agent or andd object. The 
firstt (left hand side) concept is always the concept for which the relation is defined; the second concept (right 
handd side) can be any other concept. Relations are specified through facts and/or beliefs (see chapter 4.3). 

Initial-beliefs.Initial-beliefs. A belief is a first-order predicate statement about the world (Konolige 1982) (Konolige 1986) 
(seee chapter 4.3.3). Beliefs are always local to an agent, i.e. only the agent can access its beliefs, and no 
otherr agent can. This allows us to represent how a specific agent "views" the state of the world (Hintikka 
1962).. Agents act based on their beliefs. Beliefs are the "triggers" of agent's actions (see chapter 4.4.2). 
InitialInitial beliefs define the initial state for an agent. Initial beliefs are turned into actual beliefs for the agent 
whenn the model is initialized at simulation start time. 

Initial-facts.Initial-facts. Facts represent the state of the world. A fact is a first-orderr predicate statement about the world 
(seee chapter 4.3.4). Facts are, in contrast to beliefs, global. Any agent can detect a fact in the world and turn 
itt into a belief and act on it. Initial facts define the initial state of the world. Initial facts are turned into facts in 
thee world when the model is initialized for a simulation run. There is a fundamental difference between the 

211 In the rest of thi s sectio n I only refer to  agente , however , thi s shoul d be read as "agent s and objects. " 
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"ownership"" of a belief and a fact A belief is "owned" by a specific agent during the execution of the model. 
Noo other entity in the model can access that belief without some interaction with the agent (direct or 
indirect).. However, although initial-facts are defined with an agent or object, at execution time a fact is not 
"owned"" by that agent or object A fact is global, and can be acted on (in the case of objects) or detected (in 
thee case of agents). 

Activities.Activities. In this element the activities an agent can be engaged in are defined. Activities in Brahms take a 
certainn amount of time, either derived or defined (see chapter 4.4.1). There are a number of types of 
activitiess that are defined for the Brahms language. Activities defined are executed by workframes. 

Workframes.Workframes. In this element the activity rules, called "workframes", are defined. Workframes describe the 
constraintss of executing activities. Workframes are situation-action rules (see chapter 4.4.2). 

Thoughtframesr.Thoughtframesr. In this element the agenfs inference rules, called Ihoughtframes", are defined. 
Thoughtframess are inherently different from workframes, as they do not execute any activities and thus do 
nott take any time during execution (see chapter 4.4.4). 

Forr  the synta x for agent s see sectio n 3 of appendi x A. 

Forr  the synta x for group s see sectio n 4 of appendi x A. 

4 22 OBJECTS AND CLASSES 

Objectss and classes are another important set of concepts in the Brahms language. Objects and classes 
cann have similar behavior as agents and groups, except that objects should represent (non-) behavioral 
inanimateinanimate artifacts. 

4^.11 Objects 

Brahmss is different from other AOLs in that we make a definitial difference between animate—intentional-
objectss (which we refer to as agents) and inanimate—unintentional—objects (which we refer to as objects). 
Inn all other agent-languages there is only one type of object, namely an intentional agent. Shoham, 
WookJridge,, Castelfranchi all define their agent-languages as having intentional agents (Shoham 1993) 
(Wooldridgee 1992) (Castelfranchi 1995). Dennett states that an intentional agent is an agent that "harbors 
beliefss and desires and other mental states that exhibit intentionality or aboutness, and whose actions can 
bee explained (or predicted) on the basis of content of these states" (Dennett 1991) (Dennett 1987). In 
Brahms,, our agents are intentional. However we also want to be able to describe artifacts in the real worid 
ass action-oriented systems, but unintentional at the same time. We describe such an artifact as an object. 
Ann example of an object in Brahms is a fax machine. If we want to describe the behavior of a fax machine, 
wee could argue that we could describe a fax machine as an intentional agent. However, in the real world we 
wouldd never ascribe intention to the actions of a fax machine. A fax machine mainly reacts to facts in the 
world;; such as a person pushing the start button on the fax machine that makes the fax machine start faxing 
thee document. Since in Brahms we are interested in describing the worid with its animate and inanimate 
objects,, we want the capability to make a difference between an intentional object (an agent), like a human, 
andd an unintentional object (an object) like a fax machine. 

Ann obvious question is whether it is useful to attribute beliefs and rationality, et cetera to inanimate objects. 
McCarthy,, among others, has argued that there are occasions when the intentional stance is appropriate 
(McCarthyy 1978): 

Too ascribe beliefs, free wi , intentions, consciousness, abibes, or wants to a machine is legitimate 
whenn such an ascription expresses the same information about the machine that it expresses about a 
person.. It is useful when the ascription helps us understand me structure of the machine, its past or 
futuree behavior, or how to repair or improve it. K is perhaps never logically required even for humans, 
butt expressing reasonably briefly what is aduaty known about ne state of the rnacrwie in a particular 
situationn may require mental qualities or quaffes isomorphic to them. Theories of befef, knowledge 
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andd wanting can be constructed for machines in a simpler setting than for humans, and later appied 
too humans. Ascription of mental qualities is most straightforward for machines of known structure such 
ass thermostats and computer operating systems, but is most useful when applied to entities whose 
structuree is incompletely known. 

Whenn this is the case, we might decide to represent a machine as an agent. For example, when we want to 
modell human-robot collaboration, it might be useful to represent both the human and the robot as an agent. 

Ann object, in Brahms, is a construct that generally represents an artifact. The key properties of objects are 
facts,, workframes, and activities, which together represent the state and causal behaviors of objects. Some 
objectss may have internal states, such as information in a computer, that are modeled as beliefs22. Other 
artifactt states—such as the fact that a phone is off hook—are facts about the world. 

4.2.22 Classe s 

Classess in Brahms represent an abstraction of one or more object instances. The concept of a class in 
Brahmss is similar to the concept of a template or class in object-oriented programming (Rumbaugh et al. 
1998).. It defines the activities and workframes, initial-facts and initial-beliefs for instances of that class 
(objects).. Brahms allows for multiple inheritance for objects. Classess are used to define inanimate artifacts, 
suchh as phones, faxes, computer systems, pieces of paper, et cetera. 

4*2.33 Element s of object s and classe s 

AA Brahms object has all of the elements that an agent has, plus two additional elements; conceptual object 
membershipmembership and resource. Furthermore, instead of having a group membership relation with groups, an 
objectt can have class-inheritance relationships with classes. 

AA Brahms object has the following extra elements: 

Class-inheritance.Class-inheritance. An object can be an instance of one or more classes. In case constructs with the same 
namee are encountered in the inheritance path, always the most specific construct will be used. For example, 
ann activity defined for the object has precedence over a workframe with the same name defined in one of 
thee classes of which the object is an instance. 

Conceptual-objectConceptual-object membership: An object can be part of one or more conceptual objects by defining the 
conceptual-object-membershipp for the object. This allows for later grouping of statistical results and 
workflow. . 

Resource:Resource: The resource attribute defines whether or not the object is considered to be a resource when 
usedd in an activity (resource attribute is set to true), or whether the object is considered something that "is 
workedd on" (resource attribute is set to false). The resource attribute is used in relation with the touched-
objectss definition for activities (see chapter 4.4.7.1 about primitive activities). 

Forr the syntax for classes see section 5 of appendix A. 

Forr the syntax for objects see section 6 of appendix A. 

4*33 BEUEFS AND FACTS 

Onee of the attributes of strong agency is bounded rationality. Bounded rationality states that an agent acts 
accordingg to their bounded cognitive ability. In Brahms an agent acts according to its beliefs and its ability to 
deducee new beliefs from its current beliefs. 

222 Brahm s represents  informatio n store d in an objec t as beliefs . I am fuNy aware ol thi s seemir ^  awkvvar d namwig , hwwve r the reason 
forfor  thi s is to  keep a minima l languag e specificalion . 
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Inn this section we describe the intentional notions of Brahms agents, and how intentional notions fit into a 
logicall framework that has been researched by many (Konolige 1982) (Konolige 1986) (Genesereth and 
Nilssonn 1987) (Hintikka 1962). We then describe how in Brahms agent and object intentions are described. 

Thee state of the world and that of agents in Brahms is stored in informational units called "facts" and 
"beliefs".. A fact is meant to represent some physical state of the world or an attribute of some object or 
agent.. Facts are global: with the appropriate workframe any agent can detect a fact (see chapter 4.4.9). 
Objects,, on the other hand, only react to facts. 

AA belief is knowing about some fact by a particular object, typically an agent. Beliefs are always local to an 
agentt or object; that is, only the agent or object itself can examine or search (i.e. reason with) its own 
beliefs,, and no other agent or object can do so. The current value of a belief held by an agent may differ 
fromm the value of the corresponding fact. Beliefs can be declared as initial beliefs at the class, object, group, 
orr agent level. An agent can also create beliefs while performing an activity or an inference in a Brahms 
simulation,, A belief can be thought of as an object-attribute-value triplet. 

Thee modeler can add initial facts at the class, object, group, or agent level, or created by the agent or object 
duringg simulation. Facts have the same components as beliefs. 

Thee representation of beliefs and reasoning implements a conventional first-order predicate logic on beliefs. 
Thee modeler has available the full range of representation of, and reasoning on beliefs, conventionally found 
inn rule-based systems such as EMYCIN (Van Melle 1979). However, because the logic is first-order, agents 
aree not modeled as having second-order beliefs (beliefs about other agents' beliefs). 

4.3.11 Intentiona l system s 

Thee philosopher Daniel Dennett has defined the term intentional systems as entities whose behavior can be 
predictedd by the method of attributing belief, desires, and rational acumen (Dennett 1987, p.49). Dennett 
describedd multiple "grades" of intentional systems; first-, second-, third-, fourth-order, et cetera (Dennett 
1987,, p.243). 

AA first-order intentional system has beliefs and desires (etc.) but no beliefs and desires about beliefs 
andd desires. 

(1)) x believes that p 

AA second-order intentional system [...] has beliefs and desires [...] about beliefs and desires [...] both 
thosee of others and its own. For instance 

(2)) x believes y expects x to jump left 

AA third-order intentional system is one that is capable of such states as 

(3)) x wants y to believe that x believes he is alone 

Dennettt asks his reader how high human beings can go. "In principle, forever, no doubt [...]." The question 
is:: How high do our Brahms agents need to go in order to allow for realistic human behavior being simulated 
byy our agents? It is clear that our agents need to be at least first-order intentional systems; since, if we want 
ourr agents to act independent from other agents they need to be able to act on their own beliefs about 
statess of the world. Now then, do our agents need to be higher-order intentional systems? In exploring these 
multi-orderr phenomena, Cargile explains that humans can keep track of about five or six orders (Cargile 
1970). . 

Too be able to model social knowledge of humans we believe that our agents need to be at least second-
orderr intentional systems. Brahms agents should be able to act on their beliefs about their beliefs, and also 
bee able to act on beliefs about beliefs of other agents. Second-order beliefs allow us to model, for instance, 
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thatt a worker does a certain activity, because (s)he knows that another worker, whom is supposed to do the 
activity,, beliefs that the activity is not necessary for the situation at hand. This allows for a level of 
intentionalrtyy that is very common in human behavior. The ability to reason with second-order beliefs would 
alloww us to model agents such as tutoring agents. Tutoring agents need the ability to create a model of the 
agentt it is tutoring. Such a model would include many beliefs about the beliefs the agent being tutored has. 

Althoughh it is necessary to be able to model second-order beliefs for intentional agents, up to this point we 
havee found no real need to model second-order beliefs in our models of work practice. Using first-order 
predicates,, we are able to create a second-order type of beliefs about others. For example, if Jerry has a 
belieff that Joe believes that John is not trustworthy, we can represent this with the first-order predicate 
Believes-ls-Not-Trustworthy.Believes-ls-Not-Trustworthy. The belief that Jerry has could then be specified with the first-order belief 
Believes-ls-Not-Tmstworthy(Joe,Believes-ls-Not-Tmstworthy(Joe, John). 

4 . 3 ^^  Logica l framewwk for  intentiona l notio n 

Lefss suppose we want to use first-order logic to represent the following belief: 

(1)) Mary believes Jupiter is the president of Immortals 

Iff we would try to translate this into a well-formed formula (WFF) in first-order logic wee might get something 
like: : 

(2)) Believe(Mary, President(Jupiter, Immortals)) 

This,, unfortunately, is not a correct WFF. First, the second argument of the predicate Believe is another 
formula,, and is therefore not a term as is syntactically needed. Secondly, there exists the problem of, what 
logicianss call, referential opaqueness. The standard substitution rules of first-order logic do not hold this 
problem.. For instance, in (2) the term Jl/ptfercould be substituted for Zeus, since they both denote the same 
deity: : 

(3)) (Jupiter=Zeus) 

Followingg the standard rules of first-order logic, and (2) and (3) we could derive (4): 

(4)) Believe(Mary, President(Zeus, Immortals)) 

However,, intuitively we know that believing (2) and (4) is not the same, since it might be that Mary does not 
knoww (3). In short, substituting equivalents into an opaque context does not preserve the same meaning. 

Thee second problem with first-order logic is that it is truth functional. This means that the truth-value of a 
propositionn is solely dependent on the values of its sub-expressions; for instance, the value of the 
propositionn p v q is solely dependent on the truth-value of p and q. It is thus said that the operators of 
classicall logic are truth functional. However, intentional operators, such as Believe are not truth functional. 
Too understand this, think of the fact that a person might believe a proposition that is not true. For instance, 
Johnn might believe the following proposition: 

(5)) President(Bill Clinton, Immortals) 

Johnn his belief is thus not dependent on the truth-value of this sentence, since this sentence is obviously 
false.. Because of these two fundamental logical problems, classical first-order logic is not enough to 
representt intentional notions, and we have to define another formalism. The best-known syntactic formalism 
thatt might be used is a modal language that contains non-truth functional modal operators. 

However,, a third problem needs to be addressed. This problem is a well-known semantic one, and is 
referredd to as the logical omniscience problem. Logical omniscience implies that an agent is a perfect 
reasoner.. This means that, an agent that reasons corresponding a logical theory, will deduce all beliefs that 
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cann be logically deduced from its rules (this is referred to as dosed under logical consequence). This is the 
problemm with using Hintikka's possible worlds mode/for the logic of knowledge and belief (Hintikka 1962). 

Thee most common approach for solving these three problems, and an alternative to the possible worids 
model,, is to use an interpreted symbolic structure approach. This approach, proposed by Konolige, is called 
Konolige'ss deduction model of belief (Konolige 1986). Konolige his approach is based on modeling 
resource-boundedd believers. This fits with our need to model bounded rationality, and addresses the logical 
omnisciencee problem. In the deduction model of belief, an agenfs beliefs are represented as logical 
propositionss in a data structure associated with the agent. An agent then believes <f> if <|> is present in its belief 
dataa structure. Using an inference mechanism an agent will use the inference rules whenever possible to 
obtainn deductive closure of its base beliefs. In other words; an agent has a set of beliefs represented as 
logicall propositions within its database. Using an inference mechanism, it will always deduce new beliefs 
basedd on production rules that have been defined in the agenfs knowledge base . We have used this 
approachh in Brahms. 

4 ^ 33 Belief s 

Agentss and objects in Brahms have beliefs represented as first-order propositions. For instance, suppose 
agentt A1 beliefs that he is writing his dissertation, and that it will be finished on time. A1 would then have the 
belieff set: 

{BEKIs-Writing{BEKIs-Writing (A1, Dissertation)), BEL(WU-nnish-On-rime(A1, Dissertation))} 

Ann agent will always start out with an initial-belief set that is defined at the agenfs local-level, and the groups 
off which the agent is a member. Initial-beliefs are assigned in the initialization phase of a simulation. These 
initial-beliefss define the initial state for the agent An agent without an initial state could be seen as initially 
"dumb",, or an agent that has not experienced anything yet. As the simulation time moves forward agents will 
infer,, detect and receive new beliefs, either based on their actions in the world or deducing new beliefs, 
usingg an inference rule. 

Too conclude, this model of human beliefs is arguably too simplistic to represent all intricacies of human 
beliefs.. However, it should be noted that it is adequate for representing an agenfs beliefs for the purpose of 
All systems, and I assume therefore that it is also adequate for modeling work practice. 

Forr  the synta x of beliefs , see sectio n 11 in appendi x A. 

4 3 44 Fact s 

Facts,, in Brahms, are factual states of the world. They represent, what we call, a "birds-eye view" of the 
world.. Facts are global to the world, meaning that they can be "seen" by every agent and object in the world. 

Konoligee (Konolige 1982) defines the knowledge of an agent. This definition goes as follows: 

(6)) Va,f KNOW(a, f) s BEL(a, 0 A TRUE(f), where a is an agent and f is a wff. 

Thiss means that knowledge of an agent is a belief that actually holds in the wond. In Brahms we do not 
distinguishh between beliefs and knowledge of an agent. By definition all beliefs an agent has constitutes its 
knowledge.. However, different from Konolige's first-order formalization of knowledge, in Brahms we want to 
bee able to represent facts that actually hold in the world, but are not believed by an agent, and vice versa. 
Thiss means that we can represent the facts in the world separate from the knowledge of agents. For 
instance,, although the fact is that the color of my car is red, I believe that the color of my car is green, 
becausee I might be colorblind. In representing the context of the agent as facts in the world, we are able to 
havee multiple agents react on the same facts in different ways, dependent on their beliefs about these facts. 

233 The point should be made that the agent only applies rules when they are available to be applied, i.e. when they are a) in the activity 
scope,, and b) their preconditions match the agent's beliefs. Only then the agent deduces the new beliefs. This is a function of the 
subsumption-likee architecture in agenfs activity-trees. This architecture is ofecussed in more detail in 4.4.7.2. 
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Konoligee defines a common fact, CF, as a fact that is known by all agents. This is different from facts in 
Brahms.. In Brahms, it is not necessary that any agent has any knowledge about a fact. Specifically, facts 
aree independent from the knowledge of agents (see Figure 4-1). 

Figuree 4-1. Beliefs and facts Venn diagram 

Forr the syntax for facts, see section 12 of appendix A. 

4.44 ACTIVITIES AND WORKFRAMES 

Thee notion of activities is not strictly new. Shoham proposes that action is an intuitive concept, and has 
importancee in common sense reasoning (Shoham 1989). For example, given the initial state in which the 
lightt is off, the action of "flipping the switch" creates a new state in which the light is on. This notion of action 
definess a timing-relation between two states of the world. This same notion captures our intuition that agents 
makee choices about their actions, and intuitively we know that there is a connection between action and 
choicee making. 

Anotherr property of action has to do with the level of knowledge the observer has about the observed 
action.. This is closely related to Dennett's argument that "free-will is in the mind of the beholder" (Dennett 
1984).. We do not ascribe free will to an agent if we can always predict the behavior of that agent. Shoham 
suggestss that the same can be said for action. If we have detail knowledge, as an observer, about the 
actionss taken by an agent, we might describe this observation as a fixed function performed by an agentless 
process.. Shoham gives the example of our reasoning about a light switch and a dog (Shoham 1989). We 
understandd the workings of a light switch completely, and would view it as described by a fixed transitional 
function,, and not as an agent who receives our request and decides to act upon it by transferring current, et 
cetera.. On the other hand, if we consider a dog, we are much more ignorant about its behavior. The dog's 
behaviorr is too complex to view it as a transitional function, and some would ascertain that the dog does not 
havee such a function, but has free will. In these situations, we make very much use of the abstract notion of 
action.. In the case of modeling human beings and their work activities, it is clear that we are dealing with the 
latterr situation. Human action-behavior over time is too complex to describe as a transitional function, and 
wee are left to describe it in terms of decision-based actions. 

4.4.11 Activitie s versu s task s 

Thee issue discussed in this section is the difference between task and activity. Most of us who come out of 
thee field of knowledge engineering (KE) and Al have been taught to describe the reasoning-behavior of 
humanss in terms of goal-satisfaction and tasks (Newell 1990) (Schreiber et al. 1993). To understand the 
differencee we start with two definitions: 
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1.. A task is an abstractio n of a reasoning  proces s tha t accomplishe s a predefine d goa l 

Thiss  mean s that describin g the reasonin g behavio r in term s of goals , sub-goals , and branc h decision-point s 
off  the rationa l agent , describe s an agen t performin g a task . In that cas e we are not concerne d wit h time , jus t 
wit hh the causa l relationships  tha t exis t betwee n th e goal s and the decisio n points . 

2.. An activity is an abstraction  of real-lif e action s tha t help accomplis h a task . 

AA mode l of an agent* s activitie s describe s wha t the agen t actuall y does over tim e (i.e. its behavior ) base d on 
decision-point ss  tha t are describe d base d on the causa l relationshi p betwee n the decisio n to perfor m an 
actio nn and the pas t and presen t stat e of its beliefs . 

Thee premis e in DAI is tha t activities 24 themselve s do not consum e any time . That is , activitie s are 
instantaneous .. In describin g people' s real-lif e activitie s thi s present s a problem , sinc e fro m our experience s 
wee kno w tha t each activit y in the real worl d takes time , no matte r how short . A perso n is alway s withi n an 
activity .. One canno t be not withi n an activity . The main differenc e betwee n the two concept s of task and 
activit yy  is th e notio n of time . Activitie s are associate d wit h interval s on at im e line . Activitie s by definitio n take 
time ,, becaus e the y represen t a person' s actio n in the real  world . In the real world , we canno t ignor e time , 
andd thus , if we wan t to  describ e wha t peopl e actuall y do we need a temporal logic tha t allow s us to mode l 
this . . 

WookJridg ee describe s activitie s as bein g of onl y two instantaneou s types , communicativ e and cognitive , that 
doo not tak e time , althoug h the y are relate d in a tempora l fashio n on a tim e lin e (WookJridg e 1992). In 
Brahm ss we chang e thi s view of an instantaneou s activity , and we represen t activitie s to  tak e time . 

Thee followin g key point s can be mad e abou t activities : 

1.. Reasonin g is seen as an activit y takin g time , and not jus t an inferenc e or deduction . Thu s logica l 
inference ss happe n within an activity . 

2.. Activitie s migh t not involv e tasks . For example , answerin g the phon e is an activit y tha t migh t not be 
par tt  of any specifi c task that is bein g accomplished . In fac t it migh t be an activit y tha t is interruptin g 
thee task bein g worke d on . 

3.. Modelin g behavio r involve s mor e than logica l inferencing , namel y the representatio n of 
chronologica ll  activitie s tha t agent s do . 

Activitie ss are constraine d on thei r activatio n by precondition s that are associate d wit h the workfram e it is part 
of .. For example , activitie s may hav e preferentia l star t times,  as expresse d in the preconditions , whic h may 
referr  to the tim e in hours , minutes , seconds , day of the year , and/o r day of the week . Brahm s recognize s a 
variet yy  of tempora l constraints , suc h as always altera particula r time , always before leaving , and usually in 
th ee morning . Thus , an activit y may be interrupte d by a schedule d activity , suc h as goin g to  lunc h at noon . 
Tim ee may chang e the prioritie s of behavior s and differen t peopl e migh t do the sam e activitie s at differen t 
times. times. 

AiiAm?AiiAm? WOlfdntMIM S 

Ann agen t canno t alway s appl y all its availabl e activities , give n the agent' s cognitiv e stal e and the locatio n or 
plac ee it is in . Each activit y is therefor e associate d wit h a conditional statement or constraint, representin g a 
condition/activit yy  pair , mos t of the tim e referre d to  as a /ufo (WooWridg e 1992) (Shoha m 1993) (KonoNg e 
1962).. If the condition s of a rul e are believed , the n the associate d activitie s are performed , tn Brahms , suc h 
rule ss are calle d workframes. Workframe s are situated-actio n rules . Worframe s are derive d fro m rule s in 
exper tt  systems , but they are drfferen t in tha t Ihey execut e activities , and Ihu s tak e time  (see Figur e 4-2). 

AA workfram e define s an activit y (or activities ) tha t an agen t or objec t may perform . Worframe s hav e 
conditions ,, calle d preconditions, tha t constrai n whe n to  can > ou t Ihe activity . A wokf ran ^ 

MM In the DAI literatur e an adMtyis called an action. I prefer the wor t ac*fc*K, but * can be used WerehangeaWy . 
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aa belief held by the agent executing the workframe (see chapter 4.4.5). A workframe can also contain a 
detectable.. Detectables describe circumstances (in the form of fact-conditions about the world) an agent 
mightt observe while executing the workframe. Detectables could, for instance, create an impasse to 
completingg the activity (see chapter 4.4.9). 

GROUPSS are composed of 
AGENTSS having 

BELIEFSS and doing 
ACTIVITIESS executed by 

WORKFRAMESS defined by 
PRECONDITIONS,, matching agent's beliefs 
PRIMITIVEE ACTIVITIES 
COMPOSITEE ACTIVITIES, decomposing the activity 
DETECTABLES,, including INTERUPT, IMPASSES 
CONSEQUENCES,, creating new beliefs and/or facts 

Figuree 4-2. Taxonomy for groups, agents, beliefs, activities, and workframes 

Havingg two or more agents with different workframes, performing the same activity, can represent individual 
differences.. Individual differences can be modeled by giving different agents the same workframes but 
differentt beliefs about the world. 

AA workframe is a larger unit than the simple precondition-activity-consequence design might suggest, 
becausee a workframe may model relationships involving location, object resources such as tools and 
documents,, required information, other agents the agent is working with, and the state of previous or 
ongoingg work. Active workframes may establish a context of activities for the agent and thereby model the 
agent'ss intentions, e.g., calling person X to give or get information, or going to the fax machine to look for 
documentt Y. In this way, behavior may be modeled as continuous across time, and not merely reactive. 

Workframess can also be associated with objects. In this case workframes satisfy their preconditions with 
factsfacts rather than with beliefs. Workframes for objects are inherited from object classes as workframes for 
agentss are inherited from groups. 

Forr the syntax for workframes, see section 13 of appendix A. 

4̂ 4.33 Consequences 

Consequencess are statements that are inside a workframe's body. They can be situated before or after 
activities.. Consequences are facts or beliefs, or both, that may be asserted when a workframe is executed. 
Theyy exist so a modeler may model the results of the activities in a workframe. A consequence is formally 
likee a condition and defines the fact or belief that will be created or changed, when executed. The property 
fact-certaintyfact-certainty is the probability that the fact will be changed or created; the default value is 100%. The 
propertyy belief-certainty is the probability (with also a default value of 100%) that the belief will be changed 
orr created, conditional on the fact being true. That is, if the fact-certainty and the belief-certainty are each 
50%,, then 1 in 2 times the fact will be created and 1 in 4 times the belief will be created. If the fact-certainty 
iss zero, then no fact will be created but the belief-certainty determines how often a belief is created. 

Forr the syntax for consequences, see section 22 of appendix A. 

4 A 44 Thoughtframe s 

ThoughtframesThoughtframes define deductions, mostly referred to as production rules. Thoughtframes are similar to 
workframes,, but are taken to be inferences an agent (or object) makes without doing any activities. 
Thoughtframess have the same type of preconditions and consequences as workframes. Thoughtframes 
havee no activities, consume no time, and cannot be interrupted. Once the preconditions of a thought frame 
matchh the beliefs of the agent or object, its consequences are immediately executed, similar to forward-
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chainingg mies (Chamiak and McDermott 1986). An important point is that the preconditions in 
thoughtframess for objects always only match with the beliefs of the object. Another important point is that the 
consequencess in a thoughtframe can only create new beliefs for the agent or object, and cannot create new 
factss in the world. 

Forr  the synta x for thoughtframes , see sectio n 14 of appendi x A. 

44.55 Preconditions 

AA precondition is a conditional statement that guards a frame (i.e. workframe or thoughtframe). All 
preconditionss must evaluate to true before the frame will become available to be performed by an agent or 
object.. Preconditions of workframes in objects are satisfied when facts match, whether or not the object has 
beliefss about those facts. In other words, objects do not react based on their beliefs, but on the facts in the 
world. . 

Brahmss has three truth-values for beliefs and facts: tine, false, and unknown. If a particular fact-value or 
belief-valuee is not present then it is said to be unknown rather than being false. This allows agents to have 
preconditionss of the form "If I do not know the due-date of order-3 then..." . In the deduction model of belief, 
Konoligee describes beliefs as having the following meaning; Suppose cftis the deduction structure of agent /, 
thenn belief is given the following meaning (Konolige 1986): 

(7)) (J) e close(di) <=> i believes § 

Inn Brahms this is represented as: known-valuef » or knownf/fi ) 

(8)) <{> ë close(di) <=> i does not believe <j> 

Inn Brahms this is representedd as: not(<|>) 

(9)) - > ^ close(di) <=> i believes - 4 

Inn Brahms this is represented as: knownvalue(<| > is false ) 

(10)) -4> ë close(di) « i does not believe -$ 

Inn Brahms this is represented as: not(<|> is false ) 

Itt should be noted that it might be possible that an agent's belief system satisfies both the conditions (8) and 
(10).. In other words the belief set of agent A1 may satisfy the following conditions at some point: 

(11)) (j) e close(di) A - 4 e. close(di) <=> i does not believe <|> and i does not believe - 4 

Ass Konolige proposes, this is equivalent to having no opinion about belief <j>. 

Inn Brahms this is represented as: unknown(<t>) , which is equivalent to not(<j>) A not(<|> is false ) 

Inn Brahms, we can model conditions (7) through (11) with one of three modifiers: known, known-value, or 
unknownunknown as preconditions. The semantic meaning of the modifiers is described in section 21 of appendix A. 

Forr  the synta x for preconditions , see also sectio n 21 of appendi x A. 

44 .66 Variable s 

Variabless in a frame make the frame a template for activities (workframe) or reasoning (thoughtframe) that 
agentss and objects may perform. Variables may have quantifiers, as will be described below. The scope of 
aa variable is bound to the frame it is declared in. Variables are inherited from the workframe in which they 
aree declared, by any composite activities and workframes within. 
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Brahmss supports three quantifiers for variables: foreach, forone, and collectall. Variables can be used in 
preconditions,, consequences, detectabtes, and as parameters for activities. The quantifier affects the way a 
variablee is bound to a specific instance of the defined type (group or class) of the variable. 

4.4.6.11 For-each 

AA for-each variable is bound to only one instance, but for each instance that can be bound to the variable, a 
separatee workframe instantiation is created. Consider, for example, a precondition and workframe 
indicating: : 

workframee Do-Work { 
variables: : 

foreach(Order)) order; 
whenn (knownval(order is-assigned-to Allen)) 
doo { 

work-on(order); ; 
} } 

} } 

Iff three Orders are assigned to agent Allen and agent Allen has beliefs for all three of the orders matching 
thee precondition, Brahms creates three workframe instantiations (wfi's) for agent Allen, and in each wfi the 
for-eachh variable is bound to one of the three orders. This means that Allen works on all three the orders, 
oneone order at a time. The order \n which Allen works on the three orders is underfined. 

4.4.6.22 Collect-all 

AA collect-all variable can be bound to more then one instance. The variable is bound to all matching belief-
instances,, and only one wü is created. Consider the previous example with a different variable declaration: 

variables: : 
collectall(Order)) order; 

Inn this situation the simulation engine creates one wfi and binds the collectall variable to a list of all three 
orders.. This means that Allen works on all three orders at the same time, cutting the actual activity duration 
inn three. 

4.4.6.33 For-one 

AA for-one variable can be bound to only one belief-instance, and only one wfi is created. A for-one variable 
bindss to the first belief-instance found and ignores other possible matches. As far as the modeler is 
concerned,, the selection is random, meaning in the case of multiple matches it is undefined which order is 
selected.. In the previous example workframe, the variable declaration would look like: 

v a r i a b l e s : : 
forone(Order)) order; 

lnn this situation, one wfi gets created, and only one of the three orders gets bound. This means that Allen 
randomlyy works on just one of the orders, making the activity for one order take the same time as for all 
threee orders together. 

4.4.6.44 Unassigned variables 

AA variable may be declared as assigned or unassigned. An unassigned variable is unbound (that is, it does 
nott get a value) when a frame instantiation is created; an unassigned variable gets a value through a 
communicatedd belief or object creation activity, which binds the variable to a newly created object. 

Forr  the synta x for variable s see sectio n 28 of appendi x A. 
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4.4.77 Primitiv e and composit e activitie s 

Thee activities in a workframe are one or more primitive activities, one or more composite activities or both. A 
compositee activity includes one or more workframes, any of which may trigger other composite activities, 
eachh with its own workframes (Figure 4-3). Other than a few predefined atomic activities that have 
semantics,, activities are differentiated solely by the modeler's description and use of them (see sections 
4.4.7.11 and 4.4.7.2 on primitive activities and composite activities). 

4.4.7.11 Primitive activities 

Primitivee activities take time, which may be specified by the modeler as a definite quantity or a random 
quantityy within a range. However, because workframes can be interrupted and never resumed, when an 
activityy will finish cannot be predicted from its start time. Primitive activities are atomic behaviors that are not 
decomposedd (see Figure 4-3). Whether something is modeled as a primitive activity is a decision made by 
thee modeler. A primitive activity also has a priority that is used for determining the priority of workframes. 

Forr  the synta x for primitiv e activitie s see sectio n 16 of appendi x A. 

Activit yy  A 1 , 
(primitive)) /(composite) 

„-.''F— JJ  1 
'' Workframe W121 Workfram e W, 

__"' !!  " — I 
currentt Activity^ /Activity A12,, Activit y A, 2 1 2 Activit y A, 2 n , 

(
vv (composite') (primitive) (primitive) ' 

N N 
y - ~ ^ ^ 

// Workframe W12111 

T T 
ActivityActivity A121111 <^Current Activity 

(primitive) ) 

Figuree 4-3. Workframe-Activity hierarchy 

4.4.7.22 Composite activities 

AA composite activity expresses an activity that may require several workframes to be accomplished. Since 
activitiess are called within the do-part of a workframe, each is performed at a certain time within the 
workframe.. The body of a workframe has a top-down, left-to-right execution sequence. Preference or 
relativee priority of workframes can be modeled by grouping them into ordered composite activities. The 
workframess within a composite activity, however, can be performed in any order, depending on when their 
preconditionss are satisfied. In this way, workframes can explicitly control executions of composite activities 
and,, execution of workframes depends not on their order, but on the satisfiability of their preconditions and 
thee priorities of their activities (see Figure 4-3). 
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AA composite activity can terminate in the following four ways. First, a composite activity terminates 
wheneverr the workframe in which it is executed terminates, due to a workframe detectable of type complete 
orr abort. Second, a composite activity terminates whenever a detectable of type complete or abort is 
detectedd within the composite activity. Third, a composite activity terminates immediately whenever an end 
conditionn declared within the composite activity is activated. And fourth, a composite activity terminates 
whenn the modeler has defined it to be ended "when there is no more work available'' and no more 
workframess in the composite activity are available or being worked on. During the execution of a composite 
activity,, the engine continuously checks whether the agent has received a belief that matches any end-
conditions. . 

Forr  the synta x for composit e activities , see sectio n 15 of appendi x A. 

4 A 88 Built-i n primitiv e activitie s wit h semantic s 

Ass mentioned before, primitive activities are atomic actions, and a small number of primitive activities are 
definedd to have built-in semantics that is implemented in the Brahms engine. These predefined primitive 
activitiess exist to communicate beliefs, create runtime objects, and travel to a location. 

4.4.8.11 Create-object activity 

Primitivee create-object activities allow the modeler to create new objects at runtime or to make copies of 
existingg objects dynamically. The modeler can specify when the actual creation or copying takes place 
duringg the performance of the activity, by setting the when-value to either start or end. Create-object 
activitiess can be used, for example, to model a fax machine creating a new instance of a fax, or a customer 
creatingg an order. In addition, in a create-object activity, an object can automatically be connected to a 
conceptuall object or placed at a location. 

Forr  the synta x for create-objec t activities , see sectio n 17 of appendi x A. 

4.4.8.22 Move activity 

Primitivee move activities trigger an agent or object to move to a location, if not yet located there. For this 
activityy type the modeler defines the goal-location, such as the name of an area in the geography model, or 
aa variable referring to the name of an area (see chapter 4.5). 

Inn moving, an agent or object may act as a container for another agent or object that is carried along. For 
example,, a car-object may carry an agent, and then move to a new location. To effect this, the modeler links 
thee carrier and the carried with the built-in contains relation, before the move activity is executed. This is 
donee with a consequence that asserts the relation, and then negates the relation with another consequence 
whenn the trip is completed, and the carrier "drops" the carried object or agent in the new location. 

Whenn a primitive move activity is executed, and the goal-location is different from the agenfs or object's 
currentt location, the agent or object will start moving to the goal location. The simulation engine finds a path 
betweenn the locations and gets or computes the distance. It is possible, however, to define the duration of 
thee activity and thus avoid the need to define a geography model with travel paths. The engine calculates 
thee duration of the trip and uses it to set the duration of the primitive move activity. When the agent or object 
reachess the new location, a new fact in the world and belief for the agent are created stating that it is there. 
Thee agents currently at the new location detect the agent or object and will therefore also get a belief about 
itss location. A newly arrived agent will also detect the other agents and objects in the new location. The 
agentt or object then continues with the workframe. 

Brahmss can handle interruptions that cause the location of an agent to change. Work that has to be done at 
aa specific location may be interrupted and the agent may then move to another location to do work of a 
higherr priority. When the higher-priority work is completed, before the agent resumes the interrupted work, 
thee agentt returns to the location where the agent has to do the work. 

Forr  the synta x for mov e activities , see sectio n 18 of appendi x A. 
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4.4.8.33 Communication activity 

Thee predefined primitive communication activity transfers beliefs to/from agents or objects. An agent can 
givee (send) and request (receive) beliefs. One can think of the agent-to-agent and agent-from-agent 
communicationn primitives as modeling a simple conversation. Agent A can ask agent B to tell him anything 
BB knows about subjects X (From B), and likewise, can tell agent B anything that A knows about subjects Y 
(Too B). In either case, beliefs must be specified in so-called transfer-definitions. In the first case, it specifies 
whatt beliefs will be transferred from the Trom" agent or object. In the second case, it transfers the beliefs to 
thee To" agent or object. Only the agent or object's beliefs that match the specified beliefs in the transfer-
definitionn are transferred. 

AA belief specified in a communication activity is deemed to match another belief under the same conditions 
thatt a workframe known-type precondition is deemed to match a belief. The specified beliefs are transmitted 
onlyy if they are actually held by the agent or object. In other words, an agent or object has to have the belief 
beforee it can communicate (i.e. tell) the belief to another agent or object. The transmitted beliefs overwrite 
anyy beliefs the recipient might have about the same object-attribute or object-relation. 

Beliefss transferred to or from an object, model information stored in or on the object. For example, a 
modelerr can use a communication activity to model the reading of information from, or the writing of 
informationn to, for example, a fax, paper, bulletin-board, or a computer system. If transmitted beliefs contain 
variabless that remain unbound in the recipient-initiator's workframe, then those variables are bound from 
matchingg beliefs supplied by the sender-responder. 

Forr  the synta x for communicatio n activities , see sectio n 19 of appendi x A. 

4.4.8.44 Broadcast activity 

Primitivee broadcast activities work like communication activities. Here, however, the acting agent is 
broadcastingg the matching beliefs to a// other agents in the same location as the acting agent. One can think 
off the broadcast activity as modeling an agent shouting information to other agents in the same location. 

Whenn an agent broadcasts, the agent transmits beliefs to all other agents in the same geographical area 
(location)) if the agent has a location, or to all other agents if the agent has no location. If an object 
broadcasts,, the object most likely transmits a belief about itself (e.g., a phone ringing), which will be received 
byy the agents in the same location if the object has a location, or by all agents if the object does not have a 
location. . 

Forr  the synta x for broadcas t activities , see sectio n 20 of appendi x A. 

4A.94A.9 Detectable » 

AA detectable is a mechanism by which, whenever a particular fact occurs in the world, an agent or object 
mayy notice it. The noticing of the fact may cause the agent or object to stop or to finish the workframe. A 
detectablee is defined in a workframe (a continue-, abort-, complete-, or impasse detectable), or in a 
compositee activity (an end-activity detectable) 

Twoo things occur in a detectable. First, the agent or object detects the fact and the fact becomes a belief of 
thee agent or object. Second, only in the case of an agent, the beliefs of the agent are matched with the 
conditioncondition used in the detectable, and if there is a match the then-part of the detectable is executed, which 
mayy abort or interrupt \he workframe. For objects, there is only the second step, in which facts in the world 
aree matched with the detectable condition. If there is a match the then-part is executed. For agents, step 
onee and two are independent: Whether or not the fact is present in the world, the condition in the second 
stepp is tested against the belief of the agent. For example, if "the color of the telephone-1 is blue" is a fact, 
andd a workframe contains the following detectable condition, "the color of the telephone-1 is red", in the first 
stepp an agent will obtain the belief "the color of telephone-1 is blue". In the second step, "red" would be 
comparedd with "blue" and the condition will fail, so the then-part of the detectable would nor be executed. 
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Thee action or then-part of a detectable defines the detectable type and is one of five keywords: continue, 
abort,, complete, impasse, and end-activity. Continue is the default the agent or object detects conditions, 
butt the workf rame proceeds unaffected. With abort, a condition causes the agent or object to stop executing 
thee workframe. With complete, a condition allows the agent or object to only perform the remaining 
consequencess of the workframe, without doing the rest of the workframe's activities. With impasse, the 
conditionn prevents the continuation of the workframe until the condition is removed. In this case, the 
workframee goes into the intenvpted-iMth-impasse state (see chapter 4.6.2.2). End-activity is only meaningful 
whenn the detectable is in a composite activity: It causes the activity to be terminated immediately, based on 
matchingg the beliefs of the agent or object to the detectable condition. This allows an agent or object to 
abortt working on composite-activities. 

Itt is worth emphasizing that the detectable mechanism is operative for all workframes on the execution path 
off the agent or object's workframe-activity hierarchy (see Figure 4-3). For example, if there would be a 
detectablee in workframe W1 in Figure 4-3, then this detectable is operative during the performance of any of 
thee workframes and activities underneath it in the hierarchy. This even holds for detectables in workframes 
andd activities that are in an interrupted or impasse state, so that a "detect whenever" detectable can detect a 
factt at any time. 

Detectabless can also be used to model impasses. A common example of an impasse is the case of 
inaccuratee or missing information. Workframes may be written to handle impasses. For example, if a 
supervisorr wants to call a technician but does not know the technician's telephone number, the current 
workframee can be impassed—with an impasse detectable—and another workframe may lead the 
supervisorr to look up the number. 

Withh a detectable, an agent may notice passive obsen/ables, as when someone shouts, a fax machine 
beeps,, or an agent is present vying for attention. Passive observables fall into two general classes: sounds 
andd visual states. Objects that cause a sound—fax or phone—create the fact that represent the sound, 
whichh can then be detected. Sounds may persist over many simulation clock-ticks. Propagation into the 
surroundingg space will recur as long as the object is making a sound. Propagation may be affected by 
geography. . 

Forr  the synta x for detectable s see sectio n 23 of appendi x A. 

4 .55 GEOGRAPHY 

Wee live in a three-dimensional geographical space. Social interaction, collaboration, and people's activities 
aree very much dependent on the geographical environment in which it takes place. According to Latané's 
Theoryy of Social Impact, (Latané 1981), the distance between two individuals determines how much impact 
theyy exert on each other. Spatial relations provide a major constraint on work practice (Nowak and Latané 
1994).. Work is done in a 3-dimensbnal space, and it is therefore that we need to include a representation of 
thee spatial relations between agents and artifacts in the environment. 

Inn most DAI systems and agent theories spatial relation is left out. In the ACTS theory (Carley and Prietula 
1994a)) there is no social axiom that states that an agent has a location in space, nor that actions are 
performedd within a geographical environment. In DAI the focus is on coordination. DAI is concerned with 
optimizingg communication and with task- and resource allocation among intelligent cooperative agents, and 
lesss concerned with the spatial relationships within the environment. Both Brooks and Clancey describe 
neww models of intelligence based on the fact that agents are situated in the world (Brooks 1991) (Clancey 
1997a). . 

Inn Brahms, we deal with the emergent behavior of agents in the real world. In Brahms models, agents and 
objectss are situated in a description of the physical world. We therefore need to be able to represent this 
physicall world independent of the reasoning capability of agents about space. In the next sections, I 
describee the Brahms language capabilities of representing a geographical space. The geography design is 
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describedd in more detail in (Steenvoorden 1995) . The design of the geography model is much inspired by 
thee computer game SimCity26. 

Thee current Brahms system includes only a partial implementation of this design, due to time constraints 
andd resource limitations. However, I include a description of the design for completeness. As we continue to 
developp Brahms, we will run into modeling situations where a more complete implementation is needed. 

4.5.11 Geographica l object s 

Geographicall primitives allow the modeler to model locations in the physical world, as well as the 
relationshipss between locations. The scope of the geography is limited to an area. Connectivity between 
areass is established and displayed through connectivity relationships, rather than graphically. 

Graphically,, an area has an area map-grid. Level-1 objects are those that can be placed in the area map-
grid.. A level-2 object is one that can be placed on or in a level-1 object. A level-3 object is one that can be 
placedd on or in a level-2 object, and so on. A level can be looked upon as a view in a geographical space. 
Whenn a user zooms in on a level-3 object, the user sees the level-4 objects that are placed on or in the 
level-33 object 

Ann area map is a 3-dimensional grid (X, Y, Z). The grid has a scaling factor, so distance and travel time can 
bee indicated. Travel time depends on distance and means of transportation and may also be affected by the 
elevattonn angles of road, train tracks, and other paths. 

Geographicall objects generally fall in one or more of the following groups: areas, transportation-related 
elements,, general elements, and artifacts. An area is a super-class for buildings and pseudo-buildings. An 
areaa can have zero or more instances of "exit-entrance". An exit-entrance leads to a path-part, such as part 
off a street, railroad track, or river. 

4.5.1.11 Level-1 objects 

Forr example, buildings are level-1 objects. They are composed of floors and do not have grids. By default a 
buildingg has one floor. Buildings are placed alongside paths, such as roads, waterways, and train tracks. 
Thee exit or entrance of a building has a relation with one of the path-parts that are positioned alongside the 
building.. A pseudo-building is a level-1 object, but does not have floors or rooms. These could be parks, 
parkingg lots, et cetera. 

4.5.1.22 Level-2 objects 

Floorss in buildings are level-2 objects that are composed of rooms and have a 2-dimensronal grid. A floor 
hass a minimum of one default floor-room. 

4.5.1.33 Level-3 objects 

Roomss on floors are level-3 objects. A room has a 3-dimensional grid. To allow modeling a window that 
doess not reach from the ceiling to the ground, or an artifact like a white board hanging on a wall, the Z-
coordinatee of a room has a minimum value of 2. 

4.5.1.44 Level-4 and 5 objects 

Ann artifact inside a room is a level-4 or level-5 object that can be placed anywhere, subject to restrictions 
relatedd to the nature of the artifact. If an artifact has a grid, another artifact can be placed on top of it. 

Edgarr Steenvoorden, Maarten Sierhuis, Ron van Hoof, Dave Torok and Bill Clancey designed the geography. 
SimCityy is developed by Maxis. 
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4.5.1.55 Transportation 

Transportation-relatedd elements can roughly be divided into the following categories: vehicles, 
transportation-relatedd buildings, and transportation paths. A transportation path is a level-1 object that is a 
routee or surface on which agents and objects can move. It has at least one connecting path-part and can be 
onee of the following types: aerial route, waterway, rail, pedestrian path, road (for automotive vehicles), and 
don't-care.. A modeler not interested in simulating transportation can use don't-care paths, which are direct 
connections. . 

Transportation-relatedd buildings can be used as a space or connection to move from one transportation 
pathh to another. A transportation-related building connects two or more path-parts not necessarily belonging 
too the same (kind of) path, without a direct physical connection. Transportation-related buildings include 
airports,, train stations, subway stations, harbors, and tram or bus stops. 

Vehicless are level-2 objects. Vehicles are container artifacts that can contain agents and objects, but 
vehicless can have limited cargo capacity. Vehicles can be divided into the following groups: automotive, 
water,, air, rail-based, and don't-care vehicles. 

Generall geographical elements are level-1 objects that enable a modeler to create a geographical 
landscapee that resembles an actual landscape. Such elements may include bodies of water, which can 
functionn as paths or as decorative obstacles; hills, which can influence the speed with which certain vehicles 
cann travel; and obstacles such as trees and bushes. 

4.5.1.66 Movement 

Agentss and objects can move through the entire geography. An agent or object has the functionality of a 
containerr artifact and can carry other objects. The number of artifacts an agent is able to carry depends on 
thee artifacts' weight and the nature of the artifacts. An agent can also be placed inside an artifact, such as a 
car. . 

Wheneverr an agent or object enters a geographical location, such as a room, the simulation engine does 
thee following: it generates a fact that the agent or object is in that location, it generates a belief for that 
specificc agent that ft is in that location, and it generates that same belief for all other agents in that location. 
Thee geography may be implemented to limit the generation of beliefs to other agents in the immediate 
environmentt of the specific agent. 

Whenn an agent or artifact moves from one location to another location the simulation engine calculates the 
shortestt route between the two locations. When in route, an agent can detect other agents and objects that 
itt passes. In this way an agent can stop on his way to a location and talk to another agent if necessary. 

4.5.22 Implementatio n in Brahm s 

Thee implementation of the geography design is limited in the current Brahms language and simulation 
engine,, however it is such that the modeler can represent any type of geography model, from cities to 
rooms,, and from spacecrafts to craters on the Moon. 

Ann areadefinition is used for defining area instances used for representing geographical information in a 
model.. Area definitions are similar to classes in their use. Examples of area definitions are "Building", and 
"City". . 

Ann area represents a geographical location and is used to create a geographical representation for use in 
thee model. An example is the area 'NewYorkCity'. An area is an instance of an area definition. Areas can be 
decomposedd into sub-areas. For example, a building can be decomposed into one or more floors. A floor 
cann be decomposed into offices. The decomposition can be modeled using the part-of relationship. Using 
thiss relationship areas can be defines as level-1, 2, and 3 objects (as described in the previous sections). In 
otherr words, areas can be part-of other areas. 
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AA path connects two areas and represents a route that can be taken by an agent or object to travel from one 
areaa to another. The modeler may specify distance as the time it takes to move from areal to area2, over 
thee path. The automatic generation of location facts and beliefs for agente and objects moving from one 
areaa to another is also implemented. However, moving agents and objects do not notice other agents or 
objectss on their path, and cannot stop to communicate when moving. This limitation of the current 
implementationn means that we cannot model agents communicating while moving. 

Forr  the synta x for areadeflnltio n see sectio n 24 of appendi x A. 

Forr  the synta x for area see sectio n 25 of appendi x A. 

Forr  the synta x for path see sectio n 26 of appendi x A. 

4.66 SIMULATION 

Inn this section I present the model of execution for a Brahms model. The model of execution defines how a 
Brahmss model is executed, and thus describes a simulation of a model of work practice. As a multiagent 
system,, a Brahms model consists of a number of agents and objects that operate independently, but 
interactt with each other. Wooldridge (Wooldridge 1992) describes two possible execution models for 
multiagentt systems, synchronous execution, and interleaved execution. In both cases the execution of a 
multiagentt system is defined by a state Gt of the system at time t, and a state Oi+i of the system at time t+1 
causedd by a state-transition T\ at time t. Keeping track of the state changes of the system over time the 
historyhistory of an executing system can be considered a sequence of state and state-transitions. 

4.6.1.11 Synchronous execution 

Inn a synchronous execution system each agent and object27 has an initial state defined as its initial belief 
set,set, closed under its workframes and thoughtframes. This amounts to an initial state of the system as a 
collectionn of initial belief sets for each agent 

Agentss are able to change their state by performing a move. A move is defined as a tuple of actions. A 
transitiontransition is a collection of moves, specifically, one for each agent. In other words, a move is a state-
transitionn for an individual agent, whereas a transition is the global state-transition for the whole system (i.e. 
alll the agents and objects and facts). The operation of a synchronous execution system as defined by 
Wooldridgee goes as follows (Wooldridge 1992, p.60): 

AA system has a defined initial state (call it oo). From this state, each agent picks a (legal) move, which 
combiness with those of others to form a transition, n. As a result of this transition, an new state 01 
results.. The whole process then begins again, with agents choosing moves that form transition xi, and 
soo on. The result is a sequence of states. 

Next,, theree is the concept of a simulation run, and of the history of a simulation run—referred to simply as 
thee history. The collection of the states and transitions that caused the state is called a world. A simulation 
runn is now defined as a sequence of worlds. To capture the history the system needs to capture more than 
thee changes of the belief sets of the agents. It also needs to capture the reason for the changes in the belief 
sets.. This is accomplished by capturing all agent and object activities, as well as the changes in the belief 
sets. . 

Thee operationalization of this within Brahms is as follows: Each agent has a set of beliefs that can be 
changedd over time through consecutive moves. Every execution step (i.e. a simulation clock-tick) all the 
movess of all agents and objects create a transition in the total simulation model. Each moment of a 
transitionn is called a world, and also includes the state of all facts in the world. A simulation run is then a 
sequencee of worlds that are created every clock-tick. Saving the creation of worlds over time, Brahms 
createss a simulation history. This history can be inspected after the simulation. 

277 In the rest of this chapter, whenever I say "agent" you should read this as "agent and object", unless otherwise specified. 
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4.6.1.22 Interleaved execution 

Inn a distributed murbagent system there is no global clock that synchronizes all the agents. This type of 
executionn is used in what I call a reaffirm multiagent system. As Agha points out in (Agha 1986, p.9): 

Thee concept of a unique global dock is not meaningful in the context of a distributed system of self-
containedd parallel agents. 

Inn real-time multiagent systems it is not possible to meaningfully have all agents' transition to their next state 
att the same clock time. The biggest difference between a synchronous and an interleaved execution model 
iss that in the interleaved model only one agent may act in a transition at any one time. This brings with it an 
extraa difficulty in synchronizing the messages being sent and received between agents. This introduces the 
necessityy to keep track of all those messages that have not yet been received. This is done through a 
messagemessage queue. Thus, an interleaved execution model has an added complexity of controlling the 
synchronizationn between agents and their states. 

A.6J2A.6J2 Multiagen t simulatio n in Brahm s 

Inn this section I define how the execution model of Brahms works. In Brahms we use the synchronous 
executionexecution model. The reason for this is simply the fact that we simulating and not running in real-time. In our 
simulationn model our agents and objects need to be synchronized according to a unique global clock28,29. 

AA world is the situation-specific model (SSM) of the simulation, at a specific moment in the execution of the 
systemm (Clancey 1992). A state is defined as the belief-set of an individual agent, at a specific moment in 
thee execution of the system. And, a situation-specific model for an agent is defined by all the existing global 
facts,, and all the agenfs beliefs at the moment of inquiry, as well as the current-, available-, and interrupted 
workframee and thoughtframe instantiations, and the current activities. 

AA state-transition occurs when an agent, performing a work- or thoughtframe, executes a consequence that 
createss a new belief or fact. A state-transition can also occur when an agent receives a new belief as a 
resultt of a) a communication, b) the detection of a fact, c) a move to a new location. During the state-
transitionn the simulation engine determines the effects of the transition on the agenfs internal state, which 
cann result in more transitions. 

4.6.2.11 Frame execution 

Ann order of testing and execution must be imposed in any simulation tool on conditions and operations that 
inn principle apply or occur simultaneously. The following paragraphs describe the order in which the parts of 
aa workframe are evaluated and executed in Brahms. 

Forr each agent the preconditions are the first things checked in a frame (workframes and thoughtframes). 
Theyy are checked in the order in which they are declared within the frame. When all of its preconditions 
matchh (i.e., are satisfied), a frame becomes available. When a frame becomes available frame instantiations 
aree created for each set of variable bindings from the precondition matching. If a frame has multiple 
variabless that can be bound, there will be a frame instantiation created for each valid combination of 
variable-bindings.. Each frame instantiation is executed in sequence (i.e. one after another). There can only 

288 The issue of a distributed event-driven architecture for agents and objects is an implementation issue. Although it has impact on the 
efficiencyy and applicability of an AOL, it is not of concern in this thesis, and will therefore not be discussed. It should be noted that the old 
G22 implementation of the Brahrre simulation erigi 
implementationn is a discrete event-driven system. This re-implementation resulted in at lea& a 1 
Thiss is due to the speed of Java in relation to G2, but more importantly because of the move from a clock-based approach to a dtecrete-
eventt approach. 
299 The new Java engine also implements an interleaved execution mode. In this mode there is no central simulation dock, and each 
agentt runs as fast as possible. This mode is used for implementing real-time agent systems with Brahms. However, this is not the topic of 
thiss thesis, and will therefore not be further discussed. 
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bee one frame instantiation executed at a time (in one clock-tick). The order of the sequence is 
undetermined. . 

Afterr the preconditions match and a workframe30 is selected it will start to work (one frame instantiation for 
eachh set of valid variable-bindings). The working time will be specified in the workframe; or, if the workframe 
containss any composite activities, the working time will be the cumulative time of the executed composite 
activities.. At any time during this working time, a variety of things may happen. Consequences may be 
asserted,, facts may be detected, and communications may occur, depending on their ordering in the do-
part—thee body—of the workframe. If the body includes one or more move activities, the agent will go to the 
specifiedd locations as the moves are executed. 

Withinn a detectable, the modeler can specify when the agent or object can detect a fact. When a workframe 
containss a composite activity, the modeler must specify the time to be "whenever", because the engine 
cannott calculate the total working time for the frame in advance. 

Whenn multiple detectables are declared within a workframe, they are checked in the order in which they are 
declared.. When two detectables are specified to be executed at the same time, and the first states that the 
framee should be interrupted and the second states that the frame should be aborted, the frame will be 
interrupted. . 

Thee body of a frame is ordered, and the simulation engine evaluates the body components in the order in 
whichh they appear from top-to-bottom and left-to-right. The body may include activities and composite 
activitiess for workframes, and consequences that will be asserted as beliefs and/or facts for workframes and 
thoughtframes. . 

4.6.2.22 Frame states and transitions 

Ass described above, frames are stateless andd serve as declarative definitions, whereas frame instantiations 
aree dynamically created, associated with a particular agent or object, have state, and have a related context. 

Thee possible states of a frame instantiation are set forth in Table 4-1. 

Tablee 4-1. Frame instantiation states 

not-availabl e e 

availabl e e 

workin g g 

interrupte d d 

Noo instantiation exists for a given (frame, agent or object, 
context)) set. Either the preconditions of the frame have no 
matches,, or previously active instantiations have ail 
completedd and been reset with no matches. This is more 
orr less the start-state of every frame instantiation. 

Thee preconditions of the frame have been satisfied for 
somee context and agent or object, but the frame 
instantiationn has not yet been started by the agent or 
object. . 

Thee agent or object is performing this frame instantiation 
forr the current clock-tick. 

Thee workframe instantiation has already had at least one 
clock-tickk worked on it, but the agent or object is 
performingg some other workframe instantiation during the 
currentt clock-tick. 

Thoughtframee instantiations cannot be in this state. 

AA detectable has caused the agent or object to have an 

300 The next parts are limited to workframes, because Ihoughttranies do not take time, a r t i c t o r w t r ^ ^ 
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interrupted-with-impass e e 

don e e 

impassee with the workframe instantiation. The workframe 
instantiationn cannot continue until the condition causing 
thee impasse is resolved. 

Thoughtframee instantiations cannot be in this state. 

Thee agent or object has completed all the activities in the 
framee instantiation. If the reset-when-done attribute of the 
associatedd frame is false, then the frame instantiation will 
existt in the done state. Otherwise, the preconditions will 
bee evaluated and the frame instantiation will become 
eitherr available or not-available (i.e., deleted). 

Givenn these possible frame states, there are a number of different allowable state-transitions for frame 
instantiations.. These are shown in Figure 4-4. 

Figuree 4-4. State-transition diagram for frame instantiations 

Thee allowable state transitions, shown in Figure 4-4, are listed in Table 4-2, with their causes and 
implications. . 

Tablee 4-2. Frame state-transitions 

not-availabl ee => availabl e 

Whenn the preconditions of a frame are satisfied for a 
particularr agent or object and context, then a frame 
instantiationn is created and put in the state available. 
Thiss frame instantiation can then be worked on by the 
agentt or object. 

Iff an available frame instantiation has not been started, 
andd the preconditions (which were previously satisfied) 
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availabl ee => not-availabl e 

availabl ee => workin g 

workin gg => interrupte d 

workin gg => 
interrupted-with-impass e e 

workin gg => don e 

interrupte dd => workin g 

interrupted-wlth-impass e e 
=>=> interrupte d 

becomee unsatisfied, then the frame instantiation is 
deleted,, and thus becomes not-available. 

Iff the frame instantiation becomes the current-work of 
ann agent or object, then the frame instantiation has 
statee working. 

Wheneverr a different workframe instantiation becomes 
thee current-work of an agent or object, the (previous) 
workingg frame instantiation becomes interrupted. Note 
thatt the agent can choose from the union of the sets 
(available,, working, interrupted) for the current-work for 
thee next clock-tick. This resolution mechanism works on 
thee basis of priorities of the workframe instantiations. 

Thiss state change happens when the following 
conditionss are all met: (1) an agent detects a fact, (2) 
thee current working workframe instantiation contains a 
detectablee that references that fact, (3) that detectable 
iss satisfied, and (4) the type of the detectable is 
impasse.. The agent cannot continue working on the 
workframee instantiation until the impasse is resolved, 
i.e.. the detectable condition becomes false due to a 
changee in the beliefs of the agent or facts for an object. 
Thee workframe instantiation is set to interrupted-with-
impasseimpasse state. 

Whenn all activities of the frame instantiation are 
completedd after the current clock-tick, then the frame 
instantiationn becomes done, iff the reset-when-done 
attributee of the associated frame is false. Otherwise, the 
transitionss working=>available, depending on whether 
thee preconditions are still being satisfied. However, this 
iss accomplished by creating a new frame instantiation. 
Whenn done, the frame instantiation is deleted. 

Whenn the agent or object picks an interrupted 
workframee instantiation to become the current-work for 
thee next clock-tick, the frame instantiation becomes 
workingworking again. 

Whenn a belief of an agent or fact for an object causes 
thee detectable, that causedd an impasse, to be no longer 
satisfied,, the impasse is removed—the belief causes 
thee detectable-condition to no longer match the current 
beliefss of the agent or fact in case of an object. The 
framee instantiation can be worked on once again, so 
thee state is changed from interrupted-with-impasse to 
interrupted,interrupted, after which, in the next clock-tick the frame 
instantiationn could transition to a working state. 

4.6.33 Decidin g wha t to wor k on nex t 

Too decide for each agent what to work on next, the simulation engine executes a number of steps. At each 
clockk tick, the simulation engine determines which workframe should be selected to work on next. This 
selectionn is based on the priorities of available, current and interrupted workframe instantiations. A current 
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workframeworkframe instantiation is selected in preference to interrupted or available workframe instantiations of equal 
priority,, so that an agent tends to continue doing what it was doing. 

Thee selected workframe is then executed, leading the agent to possibly detect things in the world (through 
detectables)) and begin an activity. When a workframe instantiation is interrupted, it is reexamined on 
subsequentt clock-ticks to see whether it should be considered for selection. When a composite activity is 
terminated,, because its end-condition is satisfied, the workframe instantiations below it are also terminated. 
Whenn an activity is interrupted, Brahms saves the workframe/actrvity-hierarchy so the context can be 
reestablishedd after an interruption. 

Thee questions remain; 1) How does a workframe get selected to become instantiated, and 2) When multiple 
workframess are instantiated, how does the engine determine the priority of a workframe instantiation? 

Thee answer to the first question is that at every clock-tick the simulation engine checks if any of the 
preconditionss of the agent's frames are satisfied (i.e. match with beliefs in the agents belief-set)31. When all 
preconditionss in a frame match, the frame is instantiated and each frame instantiation is set to the available 
state.state. At that moment, the engine includes the frame instantiation in its decision to determine what frame 
instantiationn to work on next. 

Thee answer to the second question defines what workframe instantiation to work on next. Each workframe 
instantiationn has a priority. The priority of each workframe instantiation is set based on the priorities of the 
primitiveprimitive activities in the workframe. The priority of a workframe is the priority of its highest priority primitive 
activity. . 

Thus,, all in all, the emergent behavior of agents during a simulation depends on two independent variables. 
First,, it depends on when preconditions of frames match on the belief-set of the agent. Of course, the belief-
sett of an agent depends on many factors during a simulation, such as detection of facts, moving to 
locations,locations, communication with others, as well as reasoning. This means that the behavior of an agent is first 
andd foremost dependent on the behavior of other agents and objects in its environment, as well as the state 
off the environment itself. Secondly, the behavior of an agent depends on which frames are instantiated 
togetherr at any moment in time. This is because each instantiated frame has a specific priority, and it will 
dependd on the priority of the other frame instantiations whether a frame instantiation is picked as the next 
workk to be done. 

4.6.44 Mutti-taskin g agent s 

Inn a Brahms simulation, an agent may engage in multiple activities at any given time, but only one activity in 
onee workframe is active at any one time. At each clock-tick the simulation engine determines which 
workframee should be selected, based on the priorities of available, current and interrupted work (see 
previouss section). The state of an interrupted or impassed workframe is saved, so that the agent will 
continuee an interrupted workframe with the activity that rt was performing at the moment it got interrupted. 

Ann important consequence and benefit of this paradigm is that all of the workframes of a model are 
simultaneouslyy competing and active, and the selection of a workframe to execute is made without 
referencee to a stack or tree of workframe execution history. This subsumption architecture (Brooks 1991) is 
ann important difference between Brahms and most other goal-oriented problem-solving systems, such as 
Soarr (see section 2.2.1). In Soar, an agent has one goal-stack. Switching to another goal-tree means 
poppingg goals of the stack, and pushing new ones on it. Consequently, the agent cannot automatically 
returnn to the execution of a previous goal-tree that was popped on the goal-stack. This is a serious limitation 
off the Soar architecture in simulating multi-tasking using goal (or activity) context switching. In Brahms, 
activity-contextt switching is inherent in the subsumption architecture. 

311 The speed at which this is done is heavily dependent on the implementation. In the old G2 engine this was done using a loop-structure, 
wheree for every agent and object, all preconditions for an frames are checked at every clock-tick. In the new Java engine, we have 
inventedd a multiagent version of a Rete-like algorithm. We call this a Reasoning State Network (RSN). This allows the engine to only 
checkk those preconditions in frames that can potentially match with beliefs that just changed in the agents' belief-set. 
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Figuree 4-5. Multi-tasking in Brahms 

Ann illustration of this is given in Figure 4-5. An agent (not shown) in a running model may have multiple 
competingg general activities in process: Activities 1,3, and 4. Activrtyl has led the agent (through workframe 
WF1)) to begin a subactivity, Activity 2, which has led (through workframe WF2) to a primitive activity Action 
X.. When Activity 2 is complete, WF1 will lead the agent to do other activities. Meanwhile, other workframes 
aree competing for attention in Activity 1. Activity 2 similarly has competing workframes. Priority or preference 
rankingss led this agent to follow the path to Action X, but interruptions or reevaluarJons may occur at any 
time.. Activity 3 has a workframe that is potentially active, but the agent is not doing anything with respect to 
thiss activity at this time. The agent is doing Activity 4, but reached an impasse in workframe WF4 and has 
begunn an alternative approach (or step) in workframe WF5. This produced a subactivity, Activity 6, which 
hass several potentially active workframes, all having less priority at this time than WF2. 

Thee Brahms subsumption architecture allows two forms of multi-tasking. The first form is inherent in the 
activity-basee paradigm; Brahms can simulate the reactive situated behavior of humans. An agent's context 
forcess it to be active in only one low-level activity. However, at any moment an agent can change focus and 
startt working on another competing activity, while queuing others. In Brahms having the simulation engine 
switchh between current and interrupted work for each agent, simulates this type of multi-tasking behavior. 
Thee second form is subtler. People can be working concurrently on many high- and medium-level activities 
inn a workframe-activity hierarchy. While an agent can only execute one primitive activity in the hierarchy at a 
time,, the agent is concurrently within all the higher-level activities in the workframe-actrvitiy hierarchy. For 
example,, the agent (not shown) in Figure 4-5 is concurrently within Activity 1, Activity 2, and primitive activity 
Actionn X. It should be noted that while a workframe, and its associated activities are interrupted or 
impassed,, the agent is still considered to be in the activity. The activity duration time is still accumulating 
whenn interrupted or impassed. Therefore, the agent is conceptually within all current, interrupted and 
impassedd activities. 

Thiss concludes the description of the Brahms language, as well as Part 1 of the thesis. In Part 2 of the thesis 
II will describe three case studies in which I show the use of the Brahms language and simulation engine. 
Thee more formal description of elements and features of the Brahms language and simulation engine in this 
chapterr will be explained with examples from the case studies in Part 2. 
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